Let x De a Dirichlet character with conductor / and Mix) = 2 axia), summation over integers a prime to / and 1 < a < f. It is well known that the nonvanishing of the Dirichlet L-function Lis, x) at s = 1 implies Mix) r 0 for X imaginary, i.e. x(-1) = -1. This article provides a purely algebraic proof that Míx)t 0 when the conductor / is a prime power and the imaginary x 's either a faithful character or has order a power of 2.
Proof. Suppose G±CG,.
Since t e G < implies te ,= e ,, we have If G , = G , (so cb = ip), we obtain the desired result. If G, is a proper subgroup of G ,, there exists a prime q dividing g such that s8/ q € G ,. For such q, the factor e ,-(s, e,)g'?= 0.
